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you get scared and just move around, I*don't know what happened--but--

Yeah, that's got something to do with it. Sometimes you just feel like

you Want to go out, but it's that peyote working on you.

(Well, people affected that way, do they ever get to the point where

they have to leave?)
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Well, it's best to stay--stay at that place. Come back in and sit in

i
there. Indians don't do that — they don't leave unless they get really

sick or something, and have to be rushed to the hospital. But sometimes

when they get too much of that peyote, they get out of that tipi--just

run out. And they be going out there somewhere, just walking around.

Towards morning they'll come back in there. They always come back.

That whistle (eagle bone whistle used by the leader) is for that.

Like if somebody goes out like that and you know he's that way, you

get that whistle and blow it and this person way out there could hear

that whistle and come back.
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(End of Side A)

--that's what they got fans for. You can fan yourself. If somebody

throws cedar in there, you can fan yourself with it. If you kind of

feel something there, you know. Just like that uncle of mine I was

telling you about. He'd eat too much and then he'd get that way.

Well, that guy in the middle there, he always gets that way, too.

And just run out and just go off. Come back way towards morning some-

where. Come back in there. Some of them do that--they eat too much

and-- But the old people say, "Don't eat too much. Just eat enough

to know what you're doing. ".-
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AMOUNTS OF PEYOTE EATEN

(How much would that be?)

I don't know. Like some of then--like peyote--they say one Could just

work on you like twenty or fifteen. One or two, or six--or four. If

you eat about thirty or forty or fifty--something like that, it just--


